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MESSAGE FROM THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In its fourth year, the Vancouver Tool Library
has become a reliable and well-loved
organization in East Vancouver.The use of our
services continues to grow across the board,
from workshop attendance to membership
renewal rates to inventory use.
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Though we are still in our same space on
Commercial Street, we have made better use
of the room we do have by getting creative. We
have a committed group of volunteers and staff
who have put in a fair amount of work this year
to make the shop as efficient, organized, and
welcoming as possible.
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We are pleased to announce we had our best
financial year yet! Our operating revenue \
coming from grants is virtually negligible these
days, which means that we are doing it all with
the help of our members.
As Canada’s original tool lending library, we
strive to continue to lead the sharing economy
by example. We would like to thank all of our
members, staff and volunteers for their efforts
towards making our community a more
sustainable and enjoyable place to live.
Sincerely,
2015 Board of Directors: Brian Beaudry, Adam
Carver, Robert Gill, Stuart Higgs, Craig Massey,
Lauren McGuire-Wood & Walter Sorto
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OUR VOLUNTEERS AND STAFF
We were pleased to bring on Greg Stone as our new General Manager in March 2015.
Our previous General Manager, Bill Reynolds, left the co-op to start a similar
organization in Pemberton. We thank Bill for his efforts and welcome Greg to the VTL
team. Though our staff are hard-working individuals who contribute so much to the
organization, our volunteers continue to be vital to the operations of the tool library. As
of the end of the fiscal year, we have 21 active volunteers, about double the number we
had at the beginning of 2015.

Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is an elected group of volunteers responsible for the strategic
planning, financial stability, and oversight of staff and volunteers required to ensure that
the cooperative’s mandate is being achieved. Since 2013, all of the board seats have
been filled consistently. This year, the board added Robert Gill as Director of Tools,
Stuart Higgs as Director of Volunteers, and Walter Sorto as Director of Events. Many
thanks to the volunteers who held those positions last year: Ryan Mason, Nicole Jahraus,
and Steven Rice, respectively. The Board of Directors each has a portfolio for which they
are responsible. Each member attends meetings and does a regular shop shift. Last year,
a Board retreat was held at the Groundswell Cafe in Strathcona. The retreat is where
much of the strategic planning is done for the upcoming year.

Committees

Committees are used on both a temporary and permanent basis to meet requirements of
the organization that cannot be met by the regular work of our staff or volunteers. The
Tool Committee is an ongoing source of skill and expertise in tool repair and acquisitions
as well as maintaining the shop itself. This year, a commitee was formed around making
the shop space more inclusive and will work toward an updated mandate and values for
the VTL that will reflect this conversation.

Shop Volunteers

With unique skill sets, experience, and connections to the community, our shop
volunteers enhance the shop environment for our membership. We try to make their
relationship with the VTL reciprocal, and our volunteers are rewarded with skill-building
opportunities, appreciation events, and discounts on our maintenance fees and workshop series. There have been some changes to our volunteer system including: a new
directory for tracking hours; an updated Google Group mailing list which makes communicating with volunteers much easier; a new shop calendar to improve efficiency of
scheduling; and an updated volunteer manual that is now more easily searchable as a
wiki-style living document. The Volunteer Training Program has also been refined.
Resources have been developed to improve the consistency and effectiveness of
volunteer training. In the next year, we would like to develop the capacity to employ a
paid volunteer coordinator to take care of the finer details and leave Greg free for the
operational side of the shop.
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PARTNERSHIPS
We see the VTL as an active member of the local community and the larger co-op/
sharing economy movements. To this end we engage in a number of partnerships with
other organizations.
Last year, we piloted a satellitle tool library location at MakerLabs at 196 Kingsway.
Their lease ran in that space for one year and, when it finished, the VTL tools that were
available for rental there were sent back to the original shop and added back into that
inventory.
Recently, the VTL began a partnership with Copley Orchard, a community orchard in
the Kensington-Cedar Cottage neighbourhood. The folks at the orchard borrowed VTL’s
tools and space to build tables for their outdoor classroom. In return, the VTL has been
offered the use of this space and Copley’s resources as needed.
A couple exciting partnerships are on the horizon for the next fiscal year. The VTL is
partnering with Repair Matters to host a ‘Fix All’ event where community members can
bring broken items in to VTL and ‘fixers’ from both Repair Matters and VTL will help
with reparations. We hope that this event turns into a regular fixture in the maker
community.
We are also in talks with Another Space, a studio for creativity and connection in East
Vancouver. Among the first projects that we will collaborate on will be a sewing
workshop using the machines at Another Space. We envision that this will encourage
our members to take out the sewing machine now in our inventory.

PROGRESS ON A NEW SHOP
A new shop with a larger and more varied inventory of tools as well as workshop space
continues to be a dream for the VTL. Much to our chagrin, industrial warehouse space
is hard to come by in the city and funding for such expansion projects has proven to be
limited. As well, the current volunteer board still does not have the capacity to facilitate
the kind of work required for a move like this at this time. A move like this requires an
extensive effort from many people and the numbers necessary have not presented
themselves at this time.
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TOOL REPORT
There were three priorities for the tool portfolio in fiscal year 2014-15: shop
organization, tool maintenance, and inventory management (tool disposal and
acquisition).

Shop Organization

Our shop is the lifeblood of the co-op. Without a clean, organized shop it becomes more
difficult for members to access the tools and for our volunteers to maintain them. This
past year has seen the shop organized in several ways. First, excess tools were put aside
for sale or disposal at our spring garage sale. This freed up valuable space as well as re
freshing our inventory by removing older and less reliable tools. Second, new shelving
was built along the south wall and poorly used shelving on the north wall was
dismantled. Third, the shop was very short of drawer and cupboard space so we built
a new storage bench behind the counter and also organized smaller tools (like pliers,
screwdrivers and sockets) into an easily accessible drawer unit. Lastly, a new front desk
was created that was more functional, sturdier and aesthetically pleasing.

Tool Maintenance

Tool maintenance will always be an ongoing task at the VTL. A new Sick Bay was created
at the back of the shop to keep tools in need of maintenance in a clearly labelled
location. This area may change as the shop organization evolves. The Tool Committee
met on occasion to work on tools; more members are always welcome on this committee!

Inventory Management (Tool Disposal and Acquisition)

Our inventory expanded this year through donations as well as brand new purchases. We
have expanded with a few firsts (such as the sewing machine and cargo bike) as well as
consolidation through the purchase of more commonly used tools such as orbital
sanders, belt sanders and jig saws. Inventory management also included the disposal of
tools that are no longer in an acceptable condition for our members. If the tools still had
some life, then they were donated to community organizations.

Tool Stats
•
•
•
•
•

Most rented tool: DeWalt Random Orbit Sander
Over 1000 unique tools loaned
6641 loan transactions
524 members checked out at least one tool
Approximately 25% increase in loans compared to last year
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MEMBERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION
This year we continued to add new members to the co-op, 310 in total. Of newly
acquired members, 5 were Community Organizations, 109 used our Student/LowIncome option and 196 paid our Standard Maintenance Fee.
With an incredible 60% increase from last year, 160 members renewed their
maintenance fees. We are pleased to see that our members are renewing with our
current space and inventory. 113 were Standard fee renewals while the remainder
renewed under the Student/Low-Income option.

Survey of our Membership

In November of 2014, we issued a membership survey to learn more what our
members think of our workshop offerings, hours of operation, and current pricing
structure. This survey’s response rate was about 13%. Highlights of the results
include:
• more than 50% of respondents were interested in intermediate, advanced, and/or
design workshops;
• 45% of members who responded voted for the VTL to stay open two hours longer
on weekend days if hours of service were to increase;
• If high-cost specialized tools were offered to members, nearly 60% of respondents
would be willing to support a higher Power Tool Loan fee (37% said maybe,
depending on the tool); and
• convenience of location won out over size of space/inventory should the VTL find a
new shop to which we could move.

Get Involved!

As always, we love to hear from our members. Here are the ways you can get in touch
with us with your thoughts and feedback:
1. Talk to us: Fill in our Tool Inventory Feedback Form online, respond to our
bi-annual surveys, email us at info@vancouvertoollibrary.com, or talk to our
volunteers in shop.
2. Volunteer: Fill in the Volunteer Intake Form on our website and let us know how
you’d like to get involved: in the shop, on committees or on just once and a while.
3. Come out to our General Meetings: We hold general meetings once a year.
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WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS
Workshop Series

The VTL began to offer regular tool workshops again in March 2015 after the winter
season and with fresh ideas from new GM, Greg. Open both to VTL members and the
public, these workshops provide an excellent opportunity to learn, through working on
hands-on projects, more about the tools available in our inventory. As well as learning how
to use a range of tools safely, participants are able to complete and take home their own
project. For example, in our Intro to Tools workshops this year, participants were able to
build planter boxes, meditation benches, and shelving. Nearly every session has sold out,
often with a lot more demand than there are spaces available.
During our seven-part bike maintenance workshop series offered by bicycle guru Ari Ng of
Kickstand, participants were provided with knowledge to maintain their rides. The
comprehensive series ran once per week, with each session focusing on a different part
of the bicycle. We hope to work with Ari again this spring to offer something similar and
perhaps some more specialized workshops as well.
These workshops have proven to be a popular way of engaging members and the public
with our work and serve to support the day-to-day running of the VTL with the modest
revenue raised. We are committed to providing more workshops in the coming months,
with a multi-part textiles/sewing workshop series, an appliance repair workshop, and a
joinery series are next on the schedule.

Outreach and Events

Board members and volunteers have engaged the public in a variety of ways. We had a
very successful presence at the MakerFaire, where children and adults with a variety of
skill levels constructed 50 growler carriers for their favorite micro-brewery beer of Yeast
Van. More importantly, awareness of our brand and what we do for the community grew
through the use of social media, by documenting the event at the PNE.
The VTL also raised revenue by putting on one of our largest yard sales to date. Well used
tools were sold at great prices, allowing us to have the funds and space for higher demand
tools.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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WITH APPRECIATION
We would like to personally thank everyone who has helped the Vancouver Tool Library
Cooperative in any and every capacity over the last year. This cooperative exists
because of you!

Board of Directors

Brian Beaudry, President
Adam Carver, Director of Finance
Robert Gill, Director of Tools
Stuart Higgs, Director of Volunteers
Craig Massey, Vice-President
Lauren McGuire-Wood, Director of Communications
Walter Sorto, Director of Events

Staff Members

Bill Reynolds, Greg Stone

Tool Committee

Suzannah Forbes, Bruce Hayes, Mike Krywulak, Stefan Tjarks

Shop Supervisors

Suzannah Forbes, Michael King, Luna Nuhic, Matthew Osmond, Stefan Tjarks

Shop Volunteers

Alex Duckworth, Ryan Gerrard, Mike Krywulak, Robert Lee, Christopher McGuire, Greg
Ryan, Rosalind Sadowski, Amy Thorogood, Adam Tsin

Professional & Technical Support

Zach Bulick (graphic design), Mitch Dermer (legal consultation), Marcin Lasinski
(graphic design), Trevor Record (website design and technical support)

Former Board Members

Nicole Jahraus, Ryan Mason, Steven Rice
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